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It's 2020, and there's no shortage of memes that have engulfed the Internet. It didn't take long before the latest memes inspire meme lovers to create their own hilarious versions and flood social media feeds everywhere with them. You can count on many of the newest memes to come from major events
or trends in entertainment, sports, fashion, politics, news and other common topics of interest. For example, you should be able to discover many following memes from popular TV shows, Hollywood gossip, reality shows, TV sports games and even technological innovations. The latest memes are used
just as they always are - on social networks like tweets, images, GIFs and short videos. Whether you're reblogging a meme on Tumblr or using a meme as a funny reaction to an image of a hypothetical situation described in a twitter tweet, there's almost no wrong way to use a meme in 2020 as long as
your intention is to be funny (and not offensive). To bring you up to speed, here are just 20 of the absolute best and funniest memes we've seen so far in 2020. Screenshot: KnowYourMeme.com We all get some level of satisfaction from some guilty pleasures that we would rather keep secret. This still
image of Patrick Star from the spongebocie pants episode perfectly captures the sinful delight you may feel at the moment of engaging in something disgraceful. Screenshot: KnowYourMeme.com Knuckles is an original character from Sonic the Hedgehog, which was twisted into an obscure photoshop
version and intended to be used by trolls as avatars in the multiplayer social game VRChat. Trolls pester other players using lines from the Ugandan film in a heavy accent, making the meme both oddly funny and somewhat controversial. Screenshot: YouTube.com Cheerleaders have always maintained a
reputation at the top of the social ladder, but says nothing: I'm much better than you, like this girl's cheeky facial expression right before she and her cheer squad start breaking it down. Screenshot: Twitter.com If Smug Cheerleader has captured the attention of the Internet, then it's no wonder why still the
image of Michaela Coel from the black mirror episode too. Complacency and sass go hand in hand, and the internet may not seem to get enough. Screenshot: YouTube.com It's interesting when you get a rare chance to meet a true celebrity, but kind of a bummer when you're too young to even know who
Justin Timberlake is. Maybe a Google search will help him? Screenshot: KnowYourMeme.com The Kardashians are too popular not to poke fun at, and this game to name Kim really brings a new meaning to hitting the gym. Are you even going to get up, Kim? Screenshot: Instagram.com Speaking of the
Kardashians, we can't forget Kylie's unexpected pregnancy. It was gossip worthy enough to inspire countless memes, in that this still image of people on the Internet has taken to using as a reaction to hypothetical situations involving meeting any slightly attractive person. Man. 9gag.com Google's free
mobile app Art and Culture now has a feature that uses facial recognition technology to match your selfie with items of famous paintings and sculptures. As you can tell from all the memes, its accuracy seems to be right on point! Screenshot: BuzzFeed Everyone knows what it's like to be completely lost
when trying to follow the conversation, and Cardi B is on the red carpet at the Grammys all of us when we all really think, I have no idea what you're talking about. Screenshot: Cheezburger.com no one should consume poisonous cleaning products of any kind, but the internet has somehow managed to
run a meme of these delicious-looking detergent capsules. Yes, it's funny, but remember they're seriously not candy-they're poison! Screenshot: YouTube.com Since Oscar night, people around the world are asking what intense awareness Jennifer Garner had during this clip of her cheering with the
crowd. The actress has since admitted that she has no idea what came to her in those moments, and even felt uncomfortable becoming such a popular meme. Screenshot: KnowYourMeme.com here's the meme that first debuted in 2016 at the Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro super hunky, super oiled
before the standard-bearer made a comeback at the 2018 Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, and the boy was all ladies glad he did! Screenshot: KnowYourMeme.com The Man Who Coined the Term YOLO is back with another meme inspired by his new music video for his song, God's Plan. Because
when something even remotely good happens to someone, God's plan is bound to start playing somewhere in the background. Screenshot: YouTube.com there are always strange things going on in the fashion industry, but watching a bunch of Gucci models walk the runway carrying realistic copies of
their own heads is apparently nothing short of inspiring. People take the challenge to recreate the trend by asking their friends or relatives to hide their bodies behind them as they hold their heads in their hands. Screenshot: Imgflip.com YouTuber with a conservative debate show called Change My Mind
provided the perfect new meme template for the funniest topics of discussion. Pluto is not a planet. Change your mind! Screenshot: Twitter.com the image of the vocalist The Killers has become an icon of every sad thought anyone has ever had. Just take a look at the hashtag #SadBrandon Twitter to read
all the sad stories. Screenshot: Me.me Marvel fans have been going crazy since the Avengers: Infinity War trailer came out. Calling it an epic would be a complete understatement, and fans have been using the power of their enthusiasm to create hoards of memes about it. Screenshot:
KnowYourMeme.com Taylor is back with yet another inspirational music video, and meme lovers around the world have become captivated by the faces she makes in the mirror during one particular scene. Thank you, Taylor, for giving us some of the most accurate images of our feelings that we often like
to express in the digital world. Screenshot: KnowYourMeme.com teens and millennials take to Twitter to threaten their enemies, but only after they've got their lives together. It's over for you b'es/h'es has become a threat of choice to say after listing all the struggles any typical young person can deal with
at the moment. Screenshot: Twitter.com We started with a SpongeBob meme and we finish with the latest - and all you need to know about it is that krusty Krab restaurant is much better than Chum Bucket, but Chum Bucket is trying to steal Krusty Crab's spotlight. The meme inspired people to do
comparisons of things that are good and clean (represented by Krusty Krab) against mediocre things that try to be just as good and clean but clearly not (represented by Chum Bucket). Displaying all the articles tagged: Let's talk about chris Evans' other PicWhat is this intriguing meme he accidentally
posted next to his nude? The teens came over for Lin-Manuel Miranda Hamilton the creator becomes mercilessly teased at TikTok. All this nowA cake viral video showing people cutting into household items to show that they actually cake has a lot of people doubting their grip on reality. so you want to be
president 2/13/2020 What is the deal with Bloomberg's Bizarre Sponcon? Popular Instagram meme accounts have entered the 2020 presidential race. It's a banned PSAT meme - but that won't stop teensTo college board anxiety, teens won't stop making hilarious jokes about test stuff. The most brilliant
signs from the climate strike protest Teenagers around the world brought climates out IRL. The truth is there 7/17/2019 High School students wrote about the James Charles drama for AP ExamsTeens across the country turned to the infamous YouTuber drama for scientific inspiration. Have you seen
Hekboy yet? A useful alternative to Hellboy. What am I a child? Unpacking a beautiful, absurdist, infantile meme. Paris couture week 1/23/2019 Look at these beautiful memesViktor and Rolf made a statement during Paris Fashion Week. Making and marketing 9-year-old meme MachineThe legend Lil
Tay, a foul-mouthed preteen that has swept Instagram. Poetry Mary Oliver Has Found a Second Life as a memeAre are you really going to spend your one wild and precious life on Twitter? Please calm down about Bird Box ChallengePeople not really walking into the oncoming traffic lane blindfolded.
Potatoes Jesus Meme Reverse City FortunesThe bungled Ecce Homo recovery creates jobs and funding local seniors care, isn't it good? Who are these dogs wearing turtlenecks? After resusing the depth of Twitter's mystery. Are you Johnny Joni or Daddy? Joni Johnny? Yes, Dad. Are you a dad?
Maybe Dad. The anniversary of 6/6/2018 Mariah Carey Just Memed HerselfNo deserves it on her Mimi release. Bird 4/5/2018 bros icing bros 3/30/2018 Pour One Out for our Fondest 'Icing' Memories of New York employees share stories of getting Smirnoff 'Iced. I think about it a lot: Gossip Girl Murder
ConfessionBored while stuck on a stalled subway? I killed someone. Sitting in a meeting waiting for your turn to talk? I killed someone. I think about it a lot: This is a photo of Bennifer 1.0 from the 2003 OscarsWhat did he look at? Was there a split in the relationship? Did she love him more than he loved
her? I think about it a lot: Williams-Sonoma celebrity spatula CollaborationI asks about the spatula. The spatula was chasing me. And hauntings is no fun if you're not a ghost. I think about it a lot: Golden Girls addiction pill PlotlineSould we treat rose's weird pill addiction storyline like canon? How to look
like Sly BirdBecause you all want to look like a meme bird. Let Demi Lovato be an example of why you should stay in your LaneThe singer is taking a break from social media after her unsolicited opinion of the Mariah Carey meme angered fans. Rihanna's Met Dress Designer loves all these pizza memes
If people find the dress interesting and funny, I think it's great. What do we know about the girls who kill? How and why in rare cases girls are convicted of murder. Deceptive Desserts 1/8/2014 Our Bodies Our Selfies 8/19/2013 Load Read more
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